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UNDER T H E  MODERN concept of industrial practice, economical use 
of fresh water supplies and reduction of waste disposal have become of 
extreme importance. This is particularly true in the beet sugar industry 
where large amounts of fresh water arc required and the disposal problem 
of each plant is equivalent to that of a fair-sized city. The two problems 
are closely related in that a reduction of wa ter usage results in  a lower 
volume of waste to be handled. In general ,  the best and cheapest method of 
attacking a waste' disposal problem is to first eliminate or reduce as much 
of the waste as possible. 

The advent of utilization of by-products from Steffen waste and the 
use of continuous Jiffusion units for extracting sugar from beets have 
improved the picture greatly. Now the overall problem of waste disposal 
and water usage may be more realistically handled. 

One of the chief wastes still requiring disposal facilities under these 
conditions, is pulp press water. This water, while not extremely large in 
quantity, is high in hoth solids and organic matter, hence high in B .O.D 
content. 

Previous Work 

During recent years, a considerahle amount of work has been done 
in  Europe on the return of both pulp water and pulp press water to the 
diffusion hatteries. The literatur'2 on this subject is quite fully discussed by 
Wintzell and Lauritzson (6) .2  Most of the work on this subject has been 
with returning pulp water to the hattery and in addition some have tried 
returning pulp press water with and without treatInent. 

On the basis of previous work done by others and their OVll1 work, 
Wintzell and Lauritzson concluded that : 

1 .  Pulp water if sufficiently well screened can he returned to the 
battery separately without visihle corrosion, harmful effect on battery 
operation, or harmful effect on juice quaTity. 

2. By returning the pulp water, all the sugar solids and harmful nit
rogen appeared to have been transferred to the pulp.  The net gain was a 
considerable reduction in solids sewered, and a corresponding gain in 
pressed pulp solids without i l l  effects to the process. 

Following two successful seasons of operation using the return of pulp 
water only, they instituted the total return of pulp and press waters, using 
an acid defecation of the latter. 

lChi.,.{ Chemist. Spreekcls Sugac Company, Sprcckds. C .. l iforn ia ,  
"The IHlnlben. in paccnthescs rder to litcratucc cited .  
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Wintzell and Lauritzson were issued patents ( 7 )  covering this acid 
treatnlent of press water which has as its essential points : 

1 .  Addition of sulfuric acid to a pH of about 3 . 6  
2 .  Clarification t o  separate the precipitated floc, and, 
3. Centrifugal separation of the sludge. 

On the basis of comparative tests, Wintzcll and Lauritz-soll claimed 
the following results as compared with no return of the pulp or press water : 

1 .  No corrosion if precaution is taken to cxcluue ;liT fronl the acid 
\vaters anu to rClnove sand. 

2. No serious foaming if precaution is taken to avoid splashing 
.' . Slight increase in battery capacity. 
4 .  Sugar loss reduced hy 0 . 1 () percent on hccts with 2 percent less 

draft. 
5. No detectable inversion in returned water. 

6.  No significant change in juice quality. 
7 .  Pulp sol1ds increased by O.R  to 1 .0 percent on hccts. 
8 .  Pulp presses worked easier and prcssed pulp moisturcs were rc

duced 1 . 2 percent. 

Other writers, notably Backmann ( 1 ) ,  Wesckc ( 5 ) ,  and McDonald 
( 3 )  have since criticized the Wintzell -Lauritzson process as causing exces
sive corrosion in handling the acidified press water. McDonald (2) sug
gested that instead, the pulp and press water be limed to 7 .0 pH and 
sterilized at 90 degrees centrigrade immediately before use in the battery. 

Previously, various other people had tried the use of lime treatment 
of press water but it met with disfavor principally because of the effect of 
slowing the diffusion rate and the amount of nitrogen compnunus returneu. 

Preliln jnary Experiulclltl'i 
An alternative use for lime treated press water is in the various points 

in the Steffen process. Most of the experiments made by the Spreckels Sug<tr 
Company in this field have been directed toward this end. 

In 1 939,  preliminary lahoratory experiments were conducted which 
showed that good defecation could be obtained using ().� percent CaO 
addition . The floc settled satisfactorily and was filterable through ordinary 
filter paper. The addition of 0 . 5  to 1 .0 percent lime cake sludge, either 
before or after the lime addition, improved the settling rate and did not 
contribute soluble solids. The lime defecation also effectively stopped bac
terial action in the clarified water. These tests indicated that the defecated 
water may be suitable for Steffen use. 

Accordingly, a temporary instal lation was luade in which a portion 
of the screened press water was piped to a spare Steffen Dorr clarifier. 
Upstream from the clarifier, milk of l ime was added at the rate of about 
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0 .2  percent CaO on press \.vater. Some t rnuhlc was experienced with oh
taining unifurm lime addition hecause of the temporary arrangement .  How� 
ever, uniform lime addition was found to produce satisfactory clarification. 

Because of the high temperature ( 50 to 5 5  degrees centigrade) , of 
the clarified press water, it was not possible to use the entire available quan�  
t i ty in  the solution mixer, however, on two occasions, the Steffen operating 
rate was reduced by half, to enable a test to hL made. No adverse effects on 
cake purities or losses were detected. Plugging of the cold filter cloths 
resulted, i f  the returned water was al10wed t(� become cloudy ;  however, with 
proper clarification of the returned water, the filters were not affected. 

In 1 940,  laburatory experiments were made on washing cold cake 
with warm, defecated pulp press water. The conclusion \vas reached that 
no decomposition of the saccharate resulted from the use of the warm 
water nor was anything precipitated in the cake which might retard filtra� 
tion . Drying of the cake following washing was more rapid when using the 
clarified press water in  pl ace of cold tap water. 

Settling TpSls 
In 1 947 ,  experimental work on the suhject was continued tu obtain 

more complete information. Settling characteristics were studied in greater 
detail using the method described by Skaar and McGinnis ( 4 )  _ Preliminary 
bench tests indicated some differences in the settl ing characteristics hetwecn 
hatch and continuous defecation so a continuous h�nch�scale apparatus was 
set up for suhsequent work. Continuous oper;-ltion showed improved settling 
against batch operation and would be much more practical in plant-scale 
work_ 

The first phase of the problem studied was the lime addition required 
to produce satisfactory settling and purification. Variations in  press water 
were found to require somewhat different amounts of lime. The results 
obtained indicated that 0 . 1 5  percent Ca() was a s,tfe minimum addition for 
practically all conditions encountered . Additional  l irning showed no im� 
provement in  settling fate or degree of clarificl.tion . The lfuantity of  organic 
matter remaining in the supernatant  l iyuor \,vas used as a hasis for judging 
the degree of purification . This was also found to be quite constant beyond 
the previously mentioned safe minimum lime addition. Figure 1 shows a 
typical example .  

After having determined the effect of adding various quantities of 
lime, recirculation was the next variable studied. This \.-vas found to be a 
negligible factor. Recirculation as high as ten-to�one ratio yielded no im
provement in settling ratc and organic n1 a  tter removaL 

Retention time was also tested. Somc\..\I-hat as in the study of l ime 
addition, retention heyond 4 .5'  minutes added no improvement to settling 
rate or removal of organic matter. Possibly more efficient dispersal of the 
lime would shorten this time as it appeared that adequate mixing was the 
lllost important factor. 
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TilL: .sclt l i l 1g chal-;ldcr i l l (( ) l"m ;ll i l l l l  t J I,l;l incd j l l  thl'  thrL'c se ries of tests 
just mentioned \vas checked in a rilot insta llatiun. The results produced in 
the pilot plant were considerahly hetter than the hench tests. A settling rate 
of 1 . 1 6  gallons of feed per minute per square foot of area was obtained 
at a ratio of 85  percent clear effluent to 1 5  percent underflow. The under
flow contained 1 . 5  to 2,0 percent suspended solids, 
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A few filtration tests were conducted on the sludge in a bomb-type 
filter. Because of the compressihility of the cake, it "\-vas soon found that 
only small to moderate pressures could he tolerated in filtration. Fifteen inches 
of mercury pressure appeared to be optimum. At this pressure, a filtratioll 
rate of 6.2 gal lons per hour per square foot of filter surface was ohtaineu 
on a 30�minute cycle. These tests were all  made at 50 degrees centigrade . 
A comparative test at 80 degrees centigrade was also maoe. This showed 
an increase in  rate to 8 . 5  gallons per hour per square foot of filter surface . 

The cake obtained in the filtration tests appeared very hulky and of a 
low solids content. Following one of the regular tests, the filter leaf was 
excessed with air at filtration pressure and the cake was oried to a solids 
content of 20 percent. 

As a whole, the filtration tests should be viewed as being directional 
rather than specific data. Because of the lack of facilities, it was necessary 
to transport preserved material from one factory to another for the tests. 
This makes it impossible to say no change had occurred, 
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U I  i l i z a t i o n  

Before the clarified press water can h e  effectively utilized for diluting 
molasses in the Steffen process, it must be cooled to a temperature ap� 
proaching cold water temperature. Otherwise excessive refrigeration equip� 
ment would be necessary. This can he done most economicaIly by a cooling 
tower. However, with a considerable anlount of sugar and other organic 
matter present, it seemed possible that algae growth might present a prob� 
lem in such a cooling tower. In order to check this point, a pilot cooling 
tower was built  and operated continuously with clarified press water for 3 
weeks. No evidence of algae formation was found . The dear effluent 
remains at approximately 1 2 0 pH and it seems unlikc1y that any algae 
could survive in this \\later. 

In order to determine more accurately the effect of using clarified 
press water in the Steffen process, a large sample was concentrated to 6 . 5"  
percent sugar. This solution h a d  a n  apparent purity of 87 .  Cold saccharate 
cake produced from this solution had an apparent purity of 96 .7 .  Inci� 
dentally, it may also he noted here that the beets from which the press 
water was derived were piled beets and in poor condition . Therefore, it 
appears that in a conservative view, Steffens purities \vould not be de�  
graded hy the li S t"'  of clarified press water. 

SU IlUl1 ary and C onclusion.!"; 

As a whole, the tests made, clearly indicate that pulp press water can 
be treated successfully by means of lime defecation. The lime required 
is approximately 0 . 1 ')  percent CaO on water. Other factors such as recir
culation and retention time appear to be insignificant as long as sufficient 
mixing occurs prior to settling. The best settling area requirements oh� 
tained in pilot-scale tests were 1 . 1 6  gal10ns per minute per square foot of 
area at ; l  ratio of 8 5  percent clear effluent to 1 5  percent underflow. Filtra
tion requirements on this underflow were the only important factors not 
explored sufficiently. The clarified water can be successfully used in the 
Steffen process after cooling. This pre-cooling before refrigeration may he 
accomplished hy means of a cooling tower without excessive algae formation. 

As benefits to be derived from such a system we believe the fol lowing 
may he accomplished : 

1 .  Recovery of high percentage of the sugar now lost in pulp press 
water. 

2, Increased dried pulp solids production by return of  the fi ltered 
sl uJge to the pressed pulp. 

3. Increased amino acid content of Steffen filtrate and, 
4 .  Reduction in both water consumption and waste disposal .  

These factors exist with the either hatch or continuous diffusion. 
\Vhere conventional Robert-type hatteries are in use, this treatment in 
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conjunction with pulp water return to the ha ttcry shou l d  make possihle 
even greater sugar recovery. As demonstrated hy Wintzell and Lauritzson, 
much of the pulp water sugar would  he transferred to the pulp and be 
recovereu in the press water. 

The Jegree of completeness of the utilization in the Steffen process 
will depend upon the ratio of molasses worked to heets sliced. For corn' 
plete reuse of the p ress water, it will p robably be necessary tu use i t  for 
slaking lime and washing the cold cake in addition tu moLisses dilution . 

The financial savings wil l  vary considerah ly according to factory cun
ditions but in general they appear tu he quite attractIVe . 
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